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Generic RNNs

Unrolled
RNN

RNN:

I a hidden state h

I an optional output y which operates on a variable-length
sequence x = (x1, . . . , xT )

At each time step t, ht is updated by:

ht = f (ht−1, xt)

where f is a non-linear function such as a sigmoid or an LSTM, or
a GRU, etc
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Simple RNN (keras version)

ht = xt ·W
yt = tanh(ht + yt−1 · U)

Example: 10 cells, xt ∈ Rd →W ∈ Rd×10,U ∈ R10×10,ht, yt ∈ R10

Unrolled RNN
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Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)

[Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997], [Gers, 2000]
Image from https://www.deeplearningbook.org/contents/rnn.html
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Gated Recurrent Units (GRU)

I Two gating units instead of three in LSTM

I shown to exhibit better performance on smaller datasets
[Cho et al, 2014], [Chung et al, 2014]
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Generic RNNs

Unrolled RNN

I An RNN can be trained to predict the next symbol in a sequence

I In that case, the output at each timestep t is the conditional distribution
p(xt |xt−1, . . . , x1)

I For language modeling for instance, we would use a softmax function:

p(xt,j |xt−1, . . . , x1) =
exp(wjht)∑K
i=1 exp(wiht)

for all possible words j = 1 . . .K , where wj are the rows of a weight matrix W

I By combining these probabilities, we can compute the probability of the
sequence x using

p(x) =
T∏
t=1

p(xt |xt−1, . . . , x1)
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Forward pass and backpropagation

RNN trained with the backpropagation through time algorithm (BPTT)
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Case study: Sound Event Detection
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I Multi-label classification problem

I Weak labels: audio tags, y ∈ {0, 1}C : → many-to-one RNN

I Strong labels: frame-level tags, Y ∈ {0, 1}T×C : → many-to-many RNN
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Generic approach
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Weakly-labeled SED: problem statement

I We want to perform:
I ”audio tagging”: infer weak labels, ŷ
I ”localization” or SED: infer strong labels, Ŷ

I Input: a sequence of T.F. representation vectors,
X = {x1, . . . xT}

I Only weak labels are available for learning

I In a recording weakly labeled as Dog, some acoustic frames
will comprise dog barking and others will not

Options:

1. False strong labeling and then refine the strong labels

2. Models with attention, e.g. with Gated Linear Units

3. Multiple Instance Learning setting (MIL)
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Baseline model: Convolutional Recurrent Neural Network with
”false strong labeling”
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Loss function for classification: cross-entropy

”False strong labeling” (FSL): strong labels == weak label

loss({X k , ykc }) = binCE(ykc , ŷ
k
tc)

binCE(ykc , ŷ
k
tc) = −ykc log ŷktc − (1− ykc ) log(1− ŷktc)

I FSL achieves poor results for short duration events
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Option 2: attention mechanisms

I Pre-dominant approach to language modeling: recurrent
neural networks

I Gated Linear Units (GLU): non-recurrent alternative with
stacked convolutions, allows parallelization over sequential
tokens
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Gated Linear Units (GLU)

hl(X ) = (X ∗W + b)� σ(X ∗ V + c)

I X ∈ RN×m input of layer l

I learnable: W ,V ∈ Rk×m×n, b, c ∈ Rn

I Similar to LSTM, the σ(X ∗ V + c)
gates control the information pass

I The gates replace standard activation
functions (such as ReLU)

I Linear activation to help gradients flow

I Input shift to prevent using
information from future words

I GLUs wrapped in a residual block

I Output activation function: adaptive
Softmax [Grave et al, 2016]
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Gated CNN in SED
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Gated CNN in SED

Picture from [Robert Harb, Franz Pernkopf, DCASE-2018]

Final audio tag prediction:

yc =

∑T
t zclac (t)� zattc (t)∑T

t zattc (t)
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Option 3: Multiple Instance Learning

I MIL terminology
I X = {x1, . . . , xT}: a bag or a set
I xi: an instance
I No dependency nor ordering among each other
I A single binary label Y
I Unknown individual labels: y = {y1, . . . , yT}

MIL assumptions:

Y =

{
0, iff

∑
t yt = 0,

1, otherwise

A MIL model must be permutation invariant
In a compact form:

Y = max
t
{yt}
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MIL loss for WL-SED

loss({X , yc}) = binCE(yc ,max
t

ŷtc) (1)

where

I yc ∈ {0, 1}: ground truth label for class c

I ŷtc ∈ [0, 1]T : temporal predictions for class c
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Example
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MIL loss for WL-SED

I Issue in distinguishing some classes
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Adding a similarity penalty

loss({X , yc}) = binCE(yc ,max
t

ŷtc)

+α yc

C∑
l 6=c

yl max(0, cos(ŷ:l, ŷ:c))
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Adding a similarity penalty

Joint work with Léo Cances arxiv.org/abs/1901.03146

Audio demo?
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Conventional ASR pipeline

→ A single model instead of all these modules??

Slide from http://iscslp2018.org/images/T4_Towards%20end-to-end%20speech%20recognition.pdf
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End-to-end speech recognition

”A system which directly maps a sequence of
input acoustic features into a sequence of
graphemes or words”

I Since about 2014, first attempt: CTC-based models

I Alternative: attention models
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Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC)

I CTC proposed by [Graves et al, 2006]

I A way to train acoustic models without frame-level alignments
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Slide from Bhiksha Raj
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How do we train these models?

Slide from Bhiksha Raj36 / 80
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I Labels at each time index are conditionally independent (like
HMMs)

Final learning objective: maximizing probabilities of true labels:

CTC(X) = − log P(Y∗|X)
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How to decode with a CTC model?

I Greedy search (”max decoding”): sub-optimal

I Prefix beam search (PBS) proposed in [Graves, 2006] uses the
forward-backward algo (also used to compute the gradients
during training)
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I Greedy search (”max decoding”): sub-optimal

I Prefix beam search (PBS) proposed in [Graves, 2006] uses the
forward-backward algo (also used to compute the gradients during
training)

I + N-best rescoring with an LM [Graves & Jaitly, 2014]

I PBS with char/word LM incorporated [Hannun et al, 2014], [Maas
et al, 2015]

I PBS + WFST in Eesen open-source toolkit (Kaldi based) [Miao,
2015]
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CTC produces sparse and spiky activations

→ not a good tool for speech analysts?
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Conclusions on CTC

I Alignment-agnostic end-to-end ASR approach

I CTC assumption: for efficiency, network outputs at different
frames are conditionally independent

I CTC models need an external LM, greedy decoding does not
perform well

I Requires several tens of hours of data to work well

I Open question: is CTC adapted to small scale speech tasks
and to speech analysis studies?
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RNN encoder-decoder for Machine Translation (Cho, 2014)

I Recall the generic RNN update eq: ht = f (ht−1, xt)

I With the RNN encoder-decoder, it becomes: ht = f (ht−1, yt−1, c)

I c: a summary of the input sequence
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Attention models

I Issue with Cho’s 2014
model: long sentences

I Where the model should
focus its attention given
a sequence of inputs?

I Badhanau’s proposal:
an encoder-decoder
that learns to align and
translate jointly

[Badhanau et al, 2014]
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Attention models

I st = f (st−1, yt−1, ct)

I The context vector ct is
computed at each time
step using:

ct =
Tx∑
j=1

αtjhj

I αtj : amount of
attention yt should pay
to hj

I How to compute αtj?
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I αtj : amount of
attention yt should pay
to hj

I ct =
Tx∑
j=1

αtjhj

I How to compute αtj?

I αtj =
exp(etj)∑Tx

k=1 exp(etk)

I etj = a(st−1,hj)

I a: alignment model
scoring how well the
inputs around position j
and the output at
position i match

I In practice, what is a?
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I etj = a(st−1,hj)

I a: alignment model
scoring how well the
inputs around position j
and the output at
position i match

I In practice, what is a?

I a is a small neural
network
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Attention models

Image from https://ai.googleblog.com/2017/12/improving-end-to-end-models-for-speech.html
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Listen, Attend and Spell (LAS), [Chan et al, 2015]

LAS is a character-level RNN encoder-decoder with attention
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Listen, Attend and Spell (LAS, 2015)

I Listen:

h = BLSTM(x)

I Attend:

ci =
AttentionContext(si ,h)

I Spell:

si =
RNN(si−1, yi−1, ci−1)
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Decoding and results

I Training set: Google voice search task, 2000 h, test set: 10 h

I Decoding: character-level beam search

I No need of a lexicon to constraint the search space to valid
words, LAS spells real words
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How much would a woodchuck chuck
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And the winner is...

Training set: 12,500 hours, 15M English sentences
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Conclusions on end-to-end ASR

I Sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) ASR is the new SOTA

I More precisely attention-based encoder-decoder architectures
such as LAS are the new SOTA

I A single NN subsumes the acoustic, pronunciation and
language model components

I requires massive data and compute resources

I → of any interest in our low-resource case?
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A few words on transfer learning

I Multilingual hybrid CTC-attention model as seed model

I Performance drops when finetuning only the decoder

I Gains by finetuning both the encoder and decoder
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